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Abstract— In a Wireless Sensor Network, the sensor nodes 

are vulnerable to capture and compromise. An adversary can 

easily analyze and capture the private information of a 

sensor network and are able to deploy a replica of the sensor 

nodes in the network at locations intelligently decided by the 

attacker. This is called Clone Attack, which is also called 

Replication Attack. A cloned node has legitimate 

information (codes and key materials), so it may participate 

in network operations in the same way as a non-

compromised node. Clone Attack can cause a number of 

insidious attacks like disrupting communication, subverting, 

data aggregation, eavesdropping, deny of services on other 

sensor nodes and on the entire network itself. The whole 

network may become down or corrupted. So, it is necessary 

and important to detect and isolate the clone nodes in order 

to guarantee the security of a wireless sensor network. A 

new method based on the Received Signal Strength (RSS) 

value and Time Of Arrival (TOA) is proposed for detecting 

the clone attacks. RSS value of a node is the power of the 

received signal at the receiver. The RSS value of a signal is 

indirectly proportional to the distance between the two 

nodes. It is calculated based on the physical location of the 

sensor nodes by considering log normal shadowing. The 

clone nodes will be deployed at random locations decided 

by the adversary. It is challenging to find the location of a 

clone node. In the proposed method Time Of Arrival (TOA) 

is used to locate the clone nodes. TOA is defined as the time 

required by a signal to reach its destination. If an attacker 

node tries to communicate with a legitimate node in the 

network, the distance between them can be determined by 

using the TOA of the message. By finding the distance 

between any two nodes to the attacker, the clone nodes can 

be easily located. The x and y coordinates of the attackers 

can be determined. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless Sensor networks (WSN) is an emerging technology 

and have great potential to be employed in critical situations 

like battlefields and commercial applications such as 

building, traffic surveillance, habitat monitoring and smart 

homes and many more scenarios. Security is one of the main 

challenges faced by wireless sensor networks today. While 

the deployment of sensor nodes in an unattended 

environment makes the networks vulnerable to a variety of 

potential attacks, the inherent power and memory limitations 

of sensor nodes makes conventional security solutions 

unfeasible. The sensing technology combined with 

processing power and wireless communication makes it 

profitable for being exploited in great quantity in future. The 

wireless communication technology also acquires various 

types of security threats.  

A. Passive Attacks 

The mechanism by which unauthorized attackers monitor 

and listen a communication channel is called a Passive 

attack. Passive attacks are attacks against privacy.  

1) Attacks against Privacy: 

The main privacy problem is not that sensor networks 

enable the collection of information. In fact, much 

information from sensor networks could probably be 

collected through direct site surveillance. Rather, sensor 

networks intensify the privacy problem because they make 

large volumes of information easily available through 

remote access. Hence, adversaries need not be physically 

present to maintain surveillance. They can gather 

information at low-risk in anonymous manner. Some of the 

more common attacks against sensor privacy are: 

2) Monitor and Eavesdropping:  

This is the most common attack to privacy. By snooping to 

the data, the adversary could easily discover the 

communication contents. When the traffic conveys the 

control information about the sensor network configuration, 

which contains potentially more detailed information than 

accessible through the location server, the eavesdropping 

can act effectively against the privacy protection.  

3) Traffic Analysis: 

Even when the messages transferred are encrypted, it still 

leaves a high possibility analysis of the communication 

patterns. Sensor activities can potentially reveal enough 

information to enable an adversary to cause malicious harm 

to the sensor network. 

4) Camouflage Adversaries:  

One can insert their node or compromise the nodes to hide 

in the sensor network. After that these nodes can copy as a 

normal node to attract the packets, then misroute the 

packets, conducting the privacy analysis. 

B. Active Attacks 

The unauthorized attackers monitors, listens to and modifies 

the data stream in the communication channel are known as 

active attack. The following attacks are active in nature. 

1) Routing Attacks in Sensor Networks 

2) Denial of Service Attacks 

3) Node Subversion 

4) Node Malfunction 

5) Node Outage 

6) Physical Attacks 

7) Message Corruption 

8) False Node 

9) Node Replication Attacks 

10) Passive Information Gathering 

II. RELATED WORK 

B. Parno et al [7] new protocol RED, is proposed for the 

detection of clone attacks. RED is similar, in principle, to 

the Randomized Multicast protocol, but with witnesses 

chosen pseudo-randomly based on a network-wide seed. In 
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exchange for the assumption that the seed can be efficiently 

distributed, RED achieves a large improvement over RM in 

terms of communication and computation. 

M. Conti et al proposed two new algorithms [8] 

based on emergent properties, i.e., properties that arise only 

through the collective action of multiple nodes for clone 

detection. First one is Randomized Multicast distributes 

node location information to randomly-selected witnesses, 

exploiting the birthday paradox to detect replicated nodes, 

while the second algorithm Line-Selected Multicast uses the 

topology of the network to detect replication. Both 

algorithms provide globally-aware, distributed node-replica 

detection, and Line-Selected Multicast displays particularly 

strong performance characteristics. 

Another technique was proposed by C.A.Melchor 

et al., [9] a new distributed protocol in which each node 

verifies at random a few other nodes in the network. This 

protocol results in the same communication complexity than 

the protocol of Parno et al. but no storage is done on the 

nodes. 

In a centralized approach each node will send to a 

base station a list of its neighbors together with a location. 

The base verifies that no node is in two (non-adjacent) 

locations at the same time. The central station receives and 

processes O(n) messages, but this is not generally an issue 

as it does not have the memory, communication and 

processing constraints of the node. Of course, such an 

approach may lead to node framing as a node could falsely 

claim the presence of another node. This can easily be 

solved by a two-step protocol. First, each node locally 

broadcasts a signed location claim. Second, each node 

gathers all the signed location claims its d neighbors have 

locally broadcasted and sends them to the base station. With 

such an approach it is not possible to frame a node as its 

signed location claim will be needed. On the other hand, if a 

node does not broadcast a signed location claim its 

neighbors can refuse to communicate with him. 

The two main drawbacks of this approach is the 

existence of a single point of failure and the need to have 

such a permanently present base station. Both drawbacks 

disappear in distributed approaches. A third non negligible 

drawback is the large unbalance of message processing. 

Indeed, as all the traffic goes to the same destination, nodes 

close to the base station will be quickly overwhelmed 

receiving and sending O(n) messages. On the other hand the 

nodes on the periphery will just send O(1) messages. 

Z. Li and G. Gong [10] proposed a method which 

makes use of the Distributed Hash Table (DHT) mechanism 

to build a decentralized, key-based caching and checking 

system, which can detect the node clone. This kind of 

systems share many common characteristics with the P2P 

indexing systems, which greatly benefit from DHT in the 

recent years. Indeed, DHT enables nodes to construct an 

upper overlay network distributively upon the sensor 

network and provides the key-based routing in the overlay 

network. A message associated with a key would be 

forwarded through the overlay network to the destination 

node, which is determined by the key. The source node does 

not need to know which the destination is the DHT key-

based routing would take care of transportation. The 

information about the ID and the location of every node 

would be claimed by its neighbors for clone detection. In 

this sense, the neighbors of the node are its observers. At the 

beginning of a round of clone detection, the initiator 

broadcasts the action command along with a random seed. 

Then every observer starts to create a claim a message for 

each of its neighbors and send the message with probability 

p. The introduction of the claim probability p intends to 

reduce the communication overload in case of a high node 

degree network. In our system, the DHT key that determines 

the routing and destination is the hash value of the 

concatenation of the seed and the claimed node‟s ID. The 

message will be finally forwarded to a deterministic 

destination node, which will cache the ID-location pair and 

check for node clone detection, acting as an inspector. In 

addition, some intermediate nodes also behave like 

inspectors to improve resilience against the adversary in an 

efficient way. In order to detect clone, an inspector 

maintains a cache table of dynamic number of records, each 

of which contains an ID-location pair. The cache table 

contributes to the main memory cost of our protocol; 

therefore we measure the protocol‟s storage cost by the 

average size of cache table. Any witness that detects clone 

would broadcast the evidence such that the whole network 

expels the cloned nodes. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed method uses the concept of Received Signal 

Strength (RSS) measurement and Time Of Arrival (TOA) 

for the detection of clone attack.  

A. Block Diagram of Proposed System 

 
(x-coordinate, y-coordinate ) 

Fig. 1: Block diagram of Proposed System 

B. Module Description 

The modules involved in the proposed system are: 

1) Create Wireless Sensor Network 

2) Estimating the distance and RSS values between 

the legitimate nodes 

3) Inserting Attacker Node 

4) Measuring the distance and RSS value between the 

attacker nodes using Time Of Arrival (TOA) 

5) Comparison of RSS values to detect clone 

6) Locating the attacker 

1) Create the Wireless Sensor Network 

A wireless network is created which consist of a set of 

nodes. These nodes are the legitimate nodes which are prone 

to clone attack. A set of landmarks or sensors are inserted. 

The RSS value of both legitimate nodes and the attacker 

nodes are measured at this landmarks. The nodes are 

grouped into groups based on the range to which they can 

send data. The nodes in a particular group can send data 

only to the nodes in the same group. Each group is provided 

with a landmark at which the RSS values of the nodes in the 

corresponding groups are measured. The position or location 

of the nodes and landmark are given some known values. 
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2) Measuring the distance and RSS value between the 

legitimate nodes 

The distances between the nodes are calculated with respect 

to each other nodes. The RSS value between two nodes is 

measured based on the distance between the nodes. The 

distance between two nodes is calculated using the formula 

d=sqrt((x2-x1)
2
+(y2-y1)

2
)  (3.1) 

where, x1,y1 are the x and y coordinates of node 1 

x2,y2 are the x and y coordinates of node 2 

The distance value is calculated for all the nodes in 

the network. Then, based on the RSS value between the 

nodes is to be measured. It is measured at the landmark[1] 

of the corresponding group to which the node belongs. RSS 

value can be used as an important metric for detecting 

spoofing attack because  

a) Received Signal Strength (RSS) Measurement 

RSS is the signal strength [2] of a received frame measured 

at the receiver‟s antenna. It is a property closely associated 

with location in network space and is freely available in 

wireless networks. RSS values are measured at set of 

landmarks or reference points. They are closely related to 

transmitter‟s physical position and are governed by the 

distance to the landmarks. Normally, the transmission power 

of a wireless device does not often, so a large change in RSS 

measurements of received frames the same MAC address 

suggests a possible spoofing attack. The farther the attacker 

is its victim, the more likely their RSS patterns differ 

significantly and the easier it is to detect the spoofing 

attacks. The RSS readings at the identical physical location 

are similar, whereas the RSS readings at dissimilar locations 

are distinct. Typically, a wireless device does not often 

change its transmission power, so a drastic change in RSS 

measurements [3] of received frames the same MAC 

address suggests a possible spoofing attack. The farther the 

attacker is its victim, the more likely their RSS patterns 

differ significantly and the easier it is to detect the spoofing 

attacks. With a dense array of AMs, even if an attacker can 

somehow manipulate its transmission power to mimic the 

RSS pattern of the victim to one AM, it is inherently 

difficult to fool the majority of these AMs, each of which 

have different radio environment. The Received Signal 

Strength value array is given by, 

s = (s1, s2,...sn) where, n is the number of landmarks. 

The RSS at the i
th

 landmark a wireless node is given by, 

Si (dj) [dBm] = P (d0) [dBm] - 10ϒ log (dj/d0) + Xi (3.2) 

Where, 

P(d0) is the transmitting power of the node at the 

local distance d0 

ϒ is the path loss exponent and, dj is the distance 

between the wireless node j and the i
th

 landmark 

Xi is the shadow fading. 

3) Insert Attacker node 

In this module, attacker nodes are inserted into the existing 

wireless network. The number of nodes to be inserted is 

given as input. The attacker nodes are inserted at random 

locations in the network. Clone attacks are identity based 

attacks. The attacker can capture the legitimate nodes in the 

network and insert an attacker node into the network by 

cloning the node id. The attacker node will try to 

communicate with the legitimate nodes. When this packet 

reaches the destination, the destination node calculates the 

RSS value of the sender. It is then compared with the 

already estimated RSS values of the sender. 

4) Calculate the distance and RSS value between the 

attacker node and other legitimate node 

The distance between the attacker node and other legitimate 

nodes are calculated. Then the RSS value between the 

attacker and other legitimate nodes are calculated. To 

calculate the RSS value of the attacker, the destination 

should know the distance to the attacker node. Since the 

attacker will be located at any random position, the distance 

to the attacker will be unknown. The distance can be found 

using the packet the attacker use for communicating with the 

destination. Time Of Arrival (TOA) of the packet can be 

used for calculating the distance to attacker. TOA is the 

timestamp at which the packet will reach the destination. 

The sending packet will contain the sending timestamp. 

When the packet reaches the destination the receiving 

timestamp can be obtained. The difference of receiving and 

sending timestamp will give the Time Of Arrival (TOA). 

Every ToA/TDoA approach to wireless localization 

relies on determining the time of flight of a packet. Three 

different approaches to this problem have been identified in 

the literature.  

a) Synchronized BS and MS, one-packet ToA  

This approach uses a single packet sent the BS to the MS 

containing the time it was transmitted, relying on BS-MS 

synchronization to eliminate clock-related drift. Since the 

receiving MS knows when the packet arrived and that it is 

synchronized with the BS, the distance travelled can be 

calculated using the following formula:  

dtoa=c * ttoa                (3.3) 

This simple equation is used to calculate distance 

based on the time it took a signal to go  the transmitter to the 

receiver when dtoa is the distance between the transmitters 

and receiver, c is the speed of light (approximately 3*10
8
 

m/s), and ttoa is the time difference.  

5) Detection of spoofing attack by comparison of RSS 

values 

In this module the measured RSS value of the attacker node 

is compared with that of the RSS values already estimated. 

For each attacker, its RSS value to all the other nodes in its 

communication range is compared with that of the 

legitimate node. If any of the RSS value between the 

attacker and a node does not match, that node is considered 

as attacker and thus, it is detected as clone. 

6) Locating the Attacker 

Localization has become part of everyday life through the 

use of global positioning system (GPS) devices, 

smartphones, and other technologies. These systems rely on 

signals sources such as satellites, cellular towers, and 

wireless access points to locate the user. Many systems use 

localization information to provide directions or coordinates 

related to the user„s current location. However, most 

commercially deployed systems have limited accuracy and 

precision in indoor environments due to interference, path 

loss, and other variables. A robust indoor localization 

system would be very beneficial in providing high accuracy 

positioning and correction for the unpredictability of the 

indoor environment. Applications for such a system include 

pedestrian navigation, locating firefighters and other 
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personnel within a building, and the detection and isolation 

of possible threats to the building„s security.  

There are several techniques for localization [4], 

using data such as the time when signals arrived and 

received signal strength along with an understanding of how 

this data changes as mobile devices move throughout the 

environment. Although the free space behavior of 

electromagnetic waves is known to be predictable, 

localization techniques must account for environment-

specific errors introduced during indoor operation in order 

to achieve a usable level of accuracy. These errors occur due 

to the physical phenomena such as spatial and temporal 

fading, path loss, multipath, interference and other wireless 

activity [5]. While outdoor systems available today are 

sufficient for the applications they serve, indoor 

environments demand much more precise position estimates 

while introducing unpredictable sources of error that 

outdoor applications are not forced to consider. 

Numerous indoor localization techniques require a 

process known as fingerprinting to be performed before they 

can accurately localize mobile devices. This process is time-

consuming, costly, and must be repeated for each new 

environment or when the environment changes. These 

constraints greatly limit the number and types of 

applications that can use indoor localization. As a result, a 

robust method requiring no or minimal knowledge of the 

area is sorely needed and could prove to be very valuable. A 

considerable body of research exists discussing the 

theoretical foundations of this problem and possible 

solutions, but a few focuses on low-cost implementations.  

This project proposes a solution for such an indoor 

localization system using a combination of Received Signal 

Strength Indication (RSSI) and Time of Arrival (ToA) based 

methods over an IEEE 802.11-like wireless communication 

system. Three USRP2 software defined radios with known 

locations creates a sensor network able to localize an 

unknown wireless transmitter employing the WiFi standard, 

which is implemented using another USRP2 software 

defined radio. 

Using ToA or RSSI methods, the distance between 

each of the sensors and the transmitter can be estimated. The 

distances along with the coordinates of the sensors are used 

in a simple trilateration algorithm to calculate the 

coordinates of the transmitter. Additional software 

processing compensates for the unpredictable indoor 

environment by calculating the error contributed from 

various sources and using the results to correct incoming 

data. The proposed system is also designed to be a starting 

point for future research that will continue to improve 

localization performance, add the ability to localize 

uncooperative transmitter, and prepare the system for 

deployment in a security application.  

TOA is the one-way propagation time of the signal 

travelling between a source and a receiver. This means that 

the source and all the receivers are accurately synchronized 

to measure the TOA information, and such an identical 

system is not needed if two-way or round trip TOA is 

computed. The computed TOA is then multiplied with a 

known propagation speed, usually denoted as c, gives the 

measured distance between the source and the receivers. The 

measured TOA represents a circle with its center at the 

receiver and the source must lie on the circumference in a 

Two Dimensional (2D) space. Three or more such circles 

obtained the noise free TOAs result in a distinct intersection 

point which represents the source position and is as shown 

in Figure 2, specifying that a minimum of three sensors is 

necessary for two dimensional position estimate [6]. If the 

number of sensors is less than three there is a possibility that 

there may not be any intersecting points and hence not a 

feasible solution. Hence, a minimum of three sensors is 

required to obtain the intersection and these can be 

represented as a set of circular equations, based on the 

optimization criterion the source position can be estimated 

with the knowledge of the known sensor array geometry 

[11], [12].  

 
Fig 2: Trilateration 
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Using equations (2) and (3), the x and y 

coordinates of the attacker can be determined. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

A. Network Simulator 2 (NS 2) 

The experiment is conducted in Network Simulator 2 (NS2) 

version 2.35. Network simulator is a piece of software or 

hardware that predicts the behavior of a network without an 

actual network being present. NS2 is a simulation tool for 

networks. It supports several algorithms for routing and 

queuing. It can set up packet traffic similar to the internet 

and measure various parameters. NS2 is very useful because 

it is very expensive to check feasibility of new algorithms, 

check architectures, and check topologies, etc. Network 

simulator is a name for a series of discrete event network 

simulator. Simulators are used in the simulation of routing 

protocols, and are heavily used in ad-hoc networking 

research, and support popular network protocols, offering 

simulation results for wired and wireless networks alike.  

B. Experimental Setup 

A wireless network with a set of nodes along with landmark 

nodes was created. For example, 9 nodes and 1 landmark is 
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created. 

The node positions and landmark positions are specified. 

The reference distance is set as 1m. 

Transmitter Power: The actual amount of energy that a 

transmitter is produced at its output is called Transmitter 

Power. 

Transmitter Power, Pt is set as 0.28183815 Transmitter 

Gain: The gain of the transmitter antenna is called 

transmitter gain. Transmitter gain is set as 1. 

Receiver Gain: The gain of the receiver antenna is called 

receiver gain. Receiver gain is set as 1. 

Each node can send data to a set of nodes within its 

communication range. 

Frequency is set as freq 914.0e6. 

Lambda = 3.0e8/Frequency   (3.6) 

M=lambda / (4 * 3.14 * $dist0)   (3.7) 

Power at reference dist d0, Pr0= Pt*Gt*Gr*(M*M (3.8) 

The Path loss exponent is set as 2.0. If the distance, 

dist is greater than reference distance dist0, average power 

loss is calculated as, 

avg_db = -10.0*pathlossExp*(log10(dist/dist0))  (3.9) 

else, avg_db is set 0. 

Power loss is calculated by adding a log-normal random 

variable (shadowing) 

1) Shadowing Deviation 

Large-scale variations caused by shadowing of obstacles are 

shown to follow a log-normal distribution which means that 

when measured in dB they follow a Gaussian distribution. 

Consequently shadowing effects are usually incorporated 

into path loss estimates by the addition of a zero-mean 

Gaussian random variable, with standard deviation σ: 

N(0,σ), were σ is often estimated by empirical 

measurements. Commonly accepted values for σ are 

between 6 dB and 12 dB. 

set std_db 4.0 set rln [::math::statistics::random-lognormal 

0.0000001 std_db 1] powerLoss_db [expr ($avg_db + $rln)] 

Calculate the receiving power at dist Pr = $Pr0 * pow(10.0, 

powerLoss_db/10.0)  (3.10) 

There are six steps to detect clone and locate the attacker. 

1) Distance – Calculate the distance between the 

nodes 

2) RSS – Find the RSS value between the legitimate 

nodes which is measured at the landmark 

3) Insert Attacker Node –  Read the number of 

attacker node that need to be inserted and insert it 

to the network 

4) RSS of Attacker – Calculate the distance and RSS 

values between the attacker nodes and other 

legitimate nodes 

5) Detect Attack – Compare the RSS values of the 

attacker node with that of the legitimate node to 

detect the attack 

6) Locate the attacker – The x and y coordinates of 

the attacker is located based on the distance 

between the attacker and any two other nodes. 

Distance is used as the basis for measuring the RSS 

value. The distance between two nodes is given by the 

formula 

d=sqrt((x2-x1)
2
+(y2-y1)

2
)  (10) 

The RSS values between the nodes are calculated 

based on the distance calculated for each node.  

In the next step an attacker node is inserted with its 

id spoofed as any of the nodes in the network. The node 9 is 

assumed as the attacker as an example. Node 9 spoofs node 

5. The node 9 sets its id as node 5. 

RSS value between node 5 and node 0 = 

9.9928446767662322e-17 

RSS value between node 5 and node 1 = 

9.9925557015699237e-17 

RSS value between node 5 and node 2 = 

9.9923989026612981e-17 

RSS value between node 5 and node 3 = 

9.9928341941970267e-17 

RSS value between node 5 and node 4 = 

9.9924829247762995e-17 

RSS value between node 5 and node 6 = 

9.9921565479003374e-17 

RSS value between node 5 and node 7 = 

9.9928457871580322e-17 

RSS value between node 5 and node 8 = 

9.9921707776691057e-17 

RSS value between node 5 and node 9 = 

9.9928498754446322e-17 

Now node 9 will try to communicate with a node in 

the network (say node 2). Node 9 will send a message to 

Node 2. When a node receives a message from any other 

node, it will calculate the RSS value of the receiver node 

and all the nodes within its communication range. Here node 

2 will calculate the RSS value of node 9 with all the other 

nodes in its communication range. To calculate the RSS 

value between two nodes, the distance between the nodes 

should be known. Since the attacker location is unknown, 

the distance to the attacker will be unknown. So, to find the 

distance, Time Of Arrival (TOA) of the packet is used. The 

sending and receiving timestamp of the message send by the 

attacker is used for calculating the time of arrival. The 

difference of receiving and sending timestamp gives the 

time of arrival. From the time of arrival obtained, distance 

can be calculated using the formula distance = speed x time 

of arrival. RSS value of the attacker is calculated using this 

distance. 

Id=5 

Send time=1.22 

Recv time=1.2246262088061302 

Time of arrival=0.004626208806130201831 

Distance=1387862.6418390549 

RSS value between attacker and node 2 = 

9.992580307642236e-17 

This RSS value is compared with the RSS values of node 5 

which is already estimated. 

The already estimated RSS value between node 5 and node 

2 = 9.9923989026612981e-17 

Here the RSS value shows mismatch.  

9.9923989026612981e-17 != 9.992580307642236e-17 

Thus it is detected as an attacker. 

In the next step, the attacker is located. The x and y 

coordinates of the attacker can be obtained if the distance to 

the attacker from two other nodes in the network is known. 

Here distance between node 5 and attacker is known, also 

distance between node 7 and attacker is known. 

R1=distance between node 5 and attacker. 

R2=distance between node 2 and attacker. 
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By substituting the values of r1 and r2 in equation (1) the x-

coordinate of the attacker is obtained as 

25.342905785275061 

By using equation (2), the y-coordinate is obtained as 

87.997708223911715 

Therefore the location of attacker is at 

(25.342905785275061, 87.997708223911715) 

C. Performance Evaluation 

The performance evaluation of the proposed system can be 

done based on Detection Rate, False Positive Rate. 

1) Detection Rate 

 
Fig 3: Detection Rate 

The above graph shows that the detection rate slightly 

decreases when the number of nodes increases. This is due 

to the continuous updates in the RSS values. Since it is 

aslight decrease, it is negligible. The overall detection rate 

of the proposed system is increased when compared to other 

systems, 

2) Detection Rate vs False Positive Rate 

False positive rate is the rate at which the system falsely 

detects a node as a clone, which is actually not a clone. 

 
Fig 4: Detection Rate vs False Positive Rate 

The system has a false positive rate of 1.5%, which 

is less compared to other systems like Faria‟s Signalprints. 

The false positive rate starts increasing at 65 % in the case 

of Faria‟s Signalprints. In case of the proposed system, the 

false positive rate starts increasing only at detection rate 

70%. 

V. CONCLUSION 

A wireless sensor network is a group of nodes organized 

into a wireless network with a set of sensors. Such a 

network is prone to multiple attacks due to poor security. 

One of the attacks is a node clone attack in which adversary 

or attacker captures some nodes from the network and 

replicates them, including the cryptographic information and 

deploys them in the network. It is thus desirable to detect the 

presence of spoofing and eliminate them to the network. The 

identity of a node can be verified through conventional 

security approaches are not always desirable. Adversaries 

can easily purchase low-cost devices and use these 

commonly available platforms to launch a variety of attacks. 

Among various types of attacks, identity-based spoofing 

attacks are especially easy to launch and can cause 

significant damage to network performance. It is easy for an 

attacker to gather useful MAC address information during 

passive monitoring and then modify its MAC address. As 

more wireless and sensor network deployment are 

increasing, they become the most tempting targets for 

malicious attacks. The identity-based spoofing attacks 

adversely affect the performance of the network. The 

traditional approach to address spoofing attacks is to apply 

cryptographic authentication. However, authentication 

requires additional infrastructural overhead and 

computational power associated with distributing, and 

maintaining cryptographic keys. Due to the limited power 

and resources available to the wireless devices and sensor 

nodes, it is not always possible to deploy authentication. In 

addition, key management often incurs significant human 

management costs on the network. It is important to detect 

the presence of spoofing attack in a wireless network in an 

effective manner. Received Signal Strength (RSS) measured 

across a set of access points can be used to perform spoofing 

attack detection. RSS is correlated to the transmission 

power, the distance between the transmitter and the receiver, 

and the radio environment because of multi-path and 

absorption effects. 

The main conclusions are 

 Inserting a timestamp into outbound packets is a 

problem. 

 Time of arrival localization method is very 

sensitive to error. 

 As with the timestamps and synchronization, any 

time based method of calculating distance is very 

sensitive when dealing with transmissions traveling 

at the speed of light.  

 RSSI does a considerably better, though modest, 

job of localizing transmitter nodes once the RSSI at 

a known location has been calculated.  

 RSS is that it is a physical property associated with 

each wireless node that is hard to falsify and not 

rely on cryptography. 
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